The Deese/Roediger--McDermott (DRM) false-memory effect has been extensively documented in psychological research. People falsely recognize critical lures or nonstudied items that are semantically associated with studied items. Behavioral research has provided evidence for age-related increases in the DRM falserecognition effect. The present event-related functional magnetic resonance imaging study was aimed at investigating neurodevelopmental changes in brain regions associated with true-and false-memory recognition in 8-year olds, 12-year olds, and adults. Relative to 8-year olds, adults correctly endorsed more studied items as ''old'' but also mistakenly endorsed more critical lures. Age-related increases in recollection were associated with changes in the medial temporal lobe (MTL) activation profile. Additionally, age-related increases in false alarms (FAs) to semantically related lures were associated with changes in the activation profile of left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, a region associated with semantic processing. Additional regions exhibiting age-related changes include posterior parietal and anterior prefrontal cortices. In summary, concomitant changes in the MTL, prefrontal cortex, and parietal cortex underlie developmental increases in true and false recognition during childhood and adolescence.
Introduction
Memory distortions have attracted the interest of psychologists and cognitive neuroscientists because of their potential to elucidate the principles of human memory functioning . The Deese/Roediger--McDermott (DRM) paradigm is frequently used to examine false memory because it reliably induces a robust false-recognition effect (Roediger and McDermott 1995) . After studying several word lists converging on a semantic theme captured in a word that is never presented during study (i.e., critical lure), participants perform an old/new recognition test that includes studied words (i.e., targets), critical lures, and other lures that are nonsemantically associated with the studied materials (i.e., unrelated lures). When tested under these conditions, adult participants are typically as likely to falsely recognize critical lures as they are to correctly recognize studied words (McDermott and Roediger 1998) .
Most behavioral studies have provided evidence for agerelated increases in the DRM false-recognition effect (e.g., Brainerd et al. 2002; Howe et al. 2004; Brainerd et al. 2006) . However, several studies have not shown an identical pattern (Ghetti et al. 2002; Sugrue and Hayne 2006; Carneiro et al. 2007 ), suggesting that under certain conditions this effect may be limited by processes that counter false-memory formation. Whereas the development of recollection and memory monitoring should promote age-related decreases in the DRM effect (Brainerd et al. 2004; Ghetti and Angelini, forthcoming) , the development of the ability to process the semantic theme of the lists should lead to age-related increases in the effect. Given that these processes may work against each other in producing the memory output, it is important to examine their development separately. Neuroimaging research holds much promise for characterizing the concomitant developmental changes in the various cognitive processes that are likely to play a role in age-related changes in the DRM effect.
Neuroimaging studies involving adult participants have implicated the medial temporal lobe (MTL), parietal cortex, and prefrontal cortex (PFC) in episodic memory retrieval and have provided evidence that these areas support recollection, semantic processing, and memory monitoring during the recovery of episodic information (Eldridge et al. 2000; Rugg et al. 2003; Dobbins et al. 2004; Henson 2005 ). The MTL is critically involved in the recollection of semantic and sensory properties of episodic information (Eldridge et al. 2000; Stark and Squire 2000; Cabeza et al. 2001; Eichenbaum et al. 2007 ) and novelty detection (Daselaar et al. 2006 ). For instance, using a DRM task with adults, a study of Cabeza et al. (2001) showed a dissociation between anterior and posterior MTL, suggesting that the former is involved in the recovery of semantic information and the latter is implicated in the recovery of perceptual features. Research in amnesic patients involving the DRM task and other paradigms indicates that the MTL is critical for the extraction, maintenance, and retrieval of gist information (Schacter, Verfaellie, et al. 1996; Verfaellie et al. 2002) . As for the development of MTL region, a recent magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) study using the technique of cortical pattern matching (CPM) to assess cortical thickness at each point in the brain revealed that maturational changes in hippocampal structure are evident between ages 4 and 25 (Gogtay et al. 2006 ). This CPM study provided evidence of a reduction in cortical thickness in anterior hippocampus over development, with a concomitant increase in posterior hippocampus, supporting the idea that the MTLs do not mature as early as was previously thought.
Like MTL, increased activation in left posterior parietal cortex (PPC) has been associated with successful episodic retrieval (Cabeza et al. 2001; Shannon and Buckner 2004; Slotnick and Schacter 2004; Yonelinas et al. 2005 ; but see Wheeler and Buckner 2003) . A graded pattern of responses is observed in this region, as a function of the amount of contextual information retrieved (Henson, Rugg, et al. 1999; Konishi et al. 2000; McDermott et al. 2000) .
Within PFC, left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC) has been linked to ''controlled'' aspects of semantic processing, associated with the encoding of subsequent true memory and with episodic retrieval (Prince et al. 2005; Kim and Cabeza 2007) . In associative false-memory paradigms, controlled semantic processing enhances memory for studied words as well as for nonstudied semantic associates (Gallo et al. 2001) . Additionally, left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and right anterior prefrontal cortex (aPFC) have been generally found to be recruited more strongly for old than for new items Henson 2005) , but this effect is only observed under certain task demands (Herron et al. 2004) . DLPFC and aPFC activation during memory retrieval is thought to reflect monitoring demands and decision-related processes (Wagner, Desmond, et al. 1998; Dobbins et al. 2004) . Of special interest, maturational changes in the structure and function of these PFC regions during childhood and adolescence may, in part, underlie developmental improvements in various cognitive processes (see Bunge and Wright 2007) .
In the present study, we sought to examine whether MTL immaturity would account for age-related differences in the DRM false-recognition effect. Additionally or alternatively, developmental changes in this effect could be associated with changes in frontoparietal regions involved in semantic elaboration and controlled aspects of episodic retrieval as shown in previous DRM (McDermott et al. 2000; Slotnick and Schacter 2004) and memory recognition studies (Wagner, Schacter, et al. 1998; Prince et al. 2005) . The objective of the present eventrelated functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study was to test these possible accounts. As such, we investigated agerelated changes in the activation profile of MTL, parietal cortex, and PFC regions during true-and false-memory retrieval.
To date, no published study has investigated the neurodevelopmental correlates of true-and false-memory retrieval with fMRI. However, 2 recent studies (Menon et al. 2005; Chiu et al. 2006) have examined the neural correlates of memory encoding processes during childhood and adolescence. These studies show that, in some cases, associations between critical brain areas and subsequent memory were found in a larger number of areas in younger children (ages 7--8) compared with older children and adults (between the ages of 10 and 18 years) (i.e., VLPFC and aPFC in younger children but not in the older age group; Chiu et al. 2006) . In other cases, these associations were evident in older but not younger children (e.g., hippocampus; Chiu et al. 2006) . Further, functional connectivity analyses indicate that connectivity between MTL areas and PFC areas increases between 11 and 19 years of age (Menon et al. 2005) . Overall, these results indicate that neurodevelopmental changes occur over the course of childhood and adolescence and that these changes may be reflected in the failure of younger children to recruit the areas that adults engage during memory retrieval. In the current study, we sought to characterize age-related changes in the engagement of brain systems underlying developmental differences in the DRM false-recognition effect on 3 age groups: 8-year olds, 12-year olds, and young adults.
Materials and Methods

Participants
Our sample consisted of 48 right-handed, native English-speaking participants distributed equally across gender and 3 age groups: 8-year olds (M = 8.55 years, range = 8.08--9), 12-year olds (M = 12.45 years, range = 12--12.92), and young adults (M = 21.2 years, range = 19.69--22.97). Data from 11 additional participants were excluded from analyses due to excessive head motion during imaging (i.e., >6 mm across the entire scan session, where 6 mm corresponds to twice the in-plane voxel dimensions), technical difficulties during fMRI data acquisition, scores in the clinical range on the behavioral checklist screenings (i.e., Child Behavior Checklist, Achenbach and Rescorla 2001; Symptom Checklist-90-Revised, Derogatis and Savitz 1999) , or failure to understand the task. Participants received either monetary compensation or course credit for their participation. Prior to taking part in the experiment, all participants gave informed consent based on procedures approved by the Internal Review Board of the University of California (UC), Davis.
Task and Procedure
Twenty-three lists of 12 words each were adapted from materials used previously in the DRM experimental paradigm (Roediger and McDermott 1995) . These lists were selected on the basis of adult norms for DRM lists (Stadler et al. 1999 ), in such a way that they produced variable intrusion rates of the critical lure. During the study phase, which occurred outside the scanner, participants studied the 23 word lists. Words within each list were presented in order of decreasing strength of association. Participants were instructed to do their best to remember each word. Lists were presented auditorily at a rate of 1 word every 2500 ms, and presentation order of the lists was random. After listening to each list, participants were asked to perform a 30-s filler task, to prevent rehearsal during this interval. In this filler task participants were required to count backwards by 2 (8-year olds) or by 6 (12-year olds and adults), starting from different numbers each time. Initial piloting on 12 behavioral participants indicated that 8-year olds could count backwards by 2 at a similar rate (M = 2857 ms, SD = 2328) as 12-year olds and adults could count backwards by 6 (M = 3136 ms, SD = 1413 and M = 2913, SD = 1586, respectively). Reminders of the counting instructions were provided throughout the session.
In preparation for the test phase, participants were instructed to respond ''yes'' if they remembered the word from the study session or ''no'' if they did not. The fMRI data acquisition occurred during this retrieval phase. The recognition memory test included 138 words: 46 studied items (i.e., targets), 46 nonstudied semantic associates (i.e., critical lures), and 46 new unrelated items (i.e., unrelated lures). As in the DRM study of Cabeza et al. (2001) in adults, targets consisted of 2 items from each studied list (always those in serial positions 1 and 8) and critical lures were the 1st and 3rd associate for each list (which were not presented during the study session). Unrelated lures were selected from nonsemantically related words on the basis of the Medical Research Council Psycholinguistic Database (Coltheart 1981) . These unrelated lures matched critical lures in frequency, familiarity, concreteness, and age of acquisition norms (Kucera and Francis 1967; Gilhooly and Logie 1980) .
The 138 trials were presented in 2 functional runs, with 16 randomized orders. First, participants viewed a drawing depicting an ear for 1500 ms, which signaled that a word was being presented auditorily. Next, the words ''Yes'' and ''No'' were projected on the presentation screen for 2000 ms, instructing participants to respond by making left-handed keypresses on a 2-button fiber-optic box. Finally, a fixation crossbar was displayed for 500 ms prior to the start of the next trial.
The main dependent measures of behavior were hits (proportion of recognized studied items), FAs to critical lures (proportion of falsely recognized critical items), and FAs to unrelated lures (proportion of recognized unrelated items). When examining the fMRI results, we were also interested in examining the neural correlates of correct rejections (CRs) of critical and unrelated lures.
fMRI Data Acquisition Whole-brain fMRI was conducted on a 3-T Siemens TRIO whole-body MRI scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) at the UC Davis Imaging Research Center using a standard whole-head coil. Functional images were acquired using a gradient-echo echo-planar pulse sequence (time repetition = 2000 ms, time echo = 25 ms, 34 axial slides, no inter-slice gap, flip angle = 90°, field of view = 220 mm, 189 volumes per run). Coplanar T 2 -weighted and high-resolution T 1 -weighted anatomical images were collected. To limit head movement, the area between participants' heads and the head coil was padded with foam, and participants were asked to remain as still as possible. Snugly fitting headphones (MR Confon, Magdeburg, Germany) dampened background scanner noise and enabled auditory stimulus presentation and communication with experimenters while in the scanner.
fMRI Data Analysis Data were preprocessed with SPM2 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London). Images were corrected for differences in timing of slice acquisition followed by rigid body motion correction. The motion parameters for translation (i.e., x, y, z) and rotation (i.e., yaw, pitch, roll) were included as covariates of noninterest in the general linear model (GLM). Structural and functional volumes were spatially normalized to T 1 and echo-planar imaging templates, respectively. The normalization algorithm used a 12-parameter affine transformation together with a nonlinear transformation involving cosine basis functions. During normalization, the volumes were resampled to 3-mm cubic voxels. Templates were based on the MNI305 stereotaxic space (Cocosco et al. 1997) , an approximation of Talairach space (Talairach and Tourneaux 1988) . These procedures have been validated for use in children aged 6 and above (e.g., Burgund et al. 2002; Kang et al. 2003) . Functional volumes were spatially smoothed with an 8-mm full width at half maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel.
Statistical analyses were performed on individual participants' data by using the GLM in SPM. The fMRI time series data were modeled by a series of events convolved with a canonical hemodynamic response function (HRF). The least squares parameter estimates of height of the best-fitting canonical HRF for each condition were used in pairwise contrasts. Contrast images, computed on a participant-by-participant basis, were submitted to group analyses. At the group level, whole-brain exploratory contrasts between conditions were computed by performing 1-tailed t-tests on these images, treating participants as a random effect (Supplementary Table 1 ). Task-related responses were considered significant if they consisted of at least 5 contiguous voxels that exceeded an uncorrected threshold of 0.001 for adults and 12-year olds and of 0.005 for 8-year olds. All brain coordinates are reported in Montreal Neurological Institute atlas space (Cocosco et al. 1997) .
Multiple regression analyses were performed across all participants on the average images for 3 contrasts of interest (Supplementary Table 2 ). The contrasts were selected to reveal activation related to true recognition, hits > unrelated lure CRs; semantic processing, critical lure FAs > unrelated lure CRs; and memory monitoring, critical lure CRs > unrelated lure CRs. These analyses allowed us to examine regions that exhibited changes across the 3 age groups and/or performance-related increases or decreases in brain activation during true and false recognition, while controlling for the influence of other variables. Regression analyses were performed at a statistical threshold of P < 0.005, uncorrected for multiple comparisons, with an extent threshold of 5 contiguous voxels.
Region of interest (ROI) analyses were performed for MTL, PPC, VLPFC, and aPFC, and additionally for lateral temporal cortex and DLPFC ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ), with the MARSBAR toolbox for use with SPM2 (Brett et al. 2002) . ROIs consisted of active voxels for contrasts identified from multiple regressions across all participants within a specific MARSBAR anatomical ROI. For ROI analyses, effects were considered significant at an alpha equal to 0.005. The center of mass of each ROI is reported in figures. Blood oxygenation level--dependent activity time series, averaged across all voxels in an ROI, were extracted for each experimental session by using MARSBAR.
Results
Behavioral Results
Recognition Memory A 3 (age: 8-year olds, 12-year olds, adults) 3 3 (item type: targets, critical lures, unrelated lures) mixed model analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed that a significant main effect of item type, F 2,90 = 181.91, P < 0.001, g 2 p =0:80; was qualified by a significant age 3 item type interaction, F 4,90 = 5.24, P < 0.01, g 2 p =0:19 (Fig. 1) .
Simple-effects analyses indicated that adults produced a higher proportion of hits than did 8-year olds, P < 0.01. Hits in 12-year olds were intermediate to the other 2 groups and did not statistically differ from those observed in either 8-year olds, P = 0.15, or adults, P = 0.45. The same pattern of results was found for FAs to critical lures; that is, adults were more likely to falsely recognize critical lures than were 8-year olds, P < 0.05. As was the case for hits, false recognition of critical lures in 12-year olds did not statistically differ from either that of 8-year olds or adults, P values >0.50. In contrast, no age differences were found in FAs to unrelated lures, P = 0.43. Thus, adults not only exhibited higher true recognition for targets than 8-year olds but also exhibited a larger DRM false-recognition effect for critical lures. Twelveyear olds' performance was intermediate to that of the oldest and youngest age groups. There were no age-related-differences among age groups in terms of performance on unrelated lures (see Supplementary Material for response time analysis).
Signal-Detection Measures
Performance was also analyzed using A# and B D$ signaldetection measures, which provide estimates of sensitivity and response bias, respectively (Macmillan and Creelman 2005) . These analyses were intended to examine whether the developmental differences in performance discussed thus far can be attributed specifically to changes in 1) ''item-specific recollection'' or the ability to discriminate between correctly endorsed studied items from FAs to critical lures (CL) and unrelated lures (UL) (i.e., hits-CL FAs, hits-UL FAs) and/or 2) ''gist memory'' or the ability to distinguish between FAs to critical lures, treating them as a form of gist-like memory, and FAs to unrelated lures (i.e., CL FAs-UL FAs).
A 3 (age: 8-year olds, 12-year olds, adults) 3 3 (type of discrimination: hits-CL, hits-UL, CL-UL) mixed model ANOVA revealed that the significant main effect of age, F 1,45 = 4.11, P < 0.05, g 2 p =0:15; and type of discrimination, F 2,90 = 77.60, P < 0.001, g 2 p =0:63; were subsumed by an age 3 type of discrimination interaction, F 4,90 = 2.74, P < 0.05, g 2 p =0:11;
( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). Simple-effects analyses revealed that, Figure 1 . Behavioral results. Mean proportion of endorsements as a function of age and item type (hits, critical lure FAs, unrelated lure FAs).
compared with 8-year olds, adults exhibited a higher discrimination between hits and FAs to unrelated lures and between FAs to critical lures and unrelated lures, P values <0.05. Thus, in their recognition judgments adults relied on item-specific recollection, discriminating between studied and unrelated nonstudied items, and also on gist-based memory, discriminating between FAs to critical lures and unrelated lures, to a greater extent than younger children.
In contrast, the A# values for the discrimination between hits and FAs to critical lures did not differ significantly between the examined age groups, P = 0.95. Thus, the DRM false-recognition effect appears to be similar across age groups when memory for studied items is taken into consideration because of the simultaneous increase with age in the proportion of hits and FAs to critical lures (Brainerd et al. 2002) . Despite the apparent proximity of A# hits-CL values to chance performance levels (i.e., 0.5), additional comparisons confirmed that these A# values significantly differed from chance overall, P < 0.001, as well as within each age group, P values <0.01 (see Supplementary Material for response bias analyses).
fMRI Results
Our analytical approach for the fMRI data consisted of 3 types of analyses: Whole-brain contrasts, multiple regression analyses, and ROI analyses. Analyses of whole-brain contrasts were conducted on separate age groups so as to gauge the extent to which the different groups engaged the same or different regions in the recognition task (Supplementary Table 1 and Fig.  5 ). Overall, relatively few activation foci were identified for 8-year olds in these whole-brain contrasts, likely as a result of higher interindividual variability.
Whole-brain multiple regression analyses were conducted to examine how age and behavioral performance affected brain activity for contrasts related to true recognition, semantic processing, and memory monitoring (Supplementary Table 2 online). Both positive and negative associations were examined. Finally, we employed ROI analyses for 2 main reasons. First, these analyses allowed us to test for differences in the pattern of activation among the 3 age groups for contrasts of theoretical interest within regions identified in the regression analyses. Second, they allowed us to examine the activation within each region across all conditions included in this study.
Multiple Regression Analyses
Multiple regression analyses were conducted across all participants to examine whether age and/or behavioral performance would predict brain activity related to true recognition, false recognition or semantic processing of the theme of the lists, and memory monitoring (Supplementary Table 2 ). We 1st used the contrast target hits > unrelated lure CRs as the outcome variable of true recognition. This contrast was selected because it reflects the general ability to correctly discriminate old from new items. Age and hit rates were entered as the predictors. This analysis revealed that age was positively associated with activation in the left hippocampus, bilateral parietal cortex (Brodmann's area [BA] 7), bilateral DLPFC (BA 9/46), right aPFC (BA 10), and left VLPFC (BA 47) ( Fig. 2A) . No additional significant association with performance was found when age was taken into account.
The 2nd regression analysis concerned false recognition. Specifically, we examined whether brain activity observed in the contrast of critical lure FAs > unrelated lure CRs was predicted by age and false-alarm rates to critical lures. Brain activity in left middle temporal gyrus, left parietal cortex (BA 7), left VLPFC (BA 47), and bilateral DLPFC (BA 46) showed a positive correlation with age (Fig. 2B) . No additional significant positive association with performance was found when age was taken into account.
A 3rd regression analysis was conducted to examine whether brain activity related to monitoring semantic lures (i.e., critical lures > unrelated lures) was predicted by age group and proportion of CRs of critical lures. This analysis revealed a positive relation between age group and activity in bilateral parietal cortex (BA 40), right aPFC (BA 10), and left VLPFC (BA 47) (Fig. 2C) . No additional significant association with performance was found when age was taken into account.
ROI Analyses
Based on the predictions described in the introduction, we conducted hypothesis-driven analyses using an ROI approach in selected areas of MTL, PPC, VLPFC, and aPFC.
Left Hippocampus
An ROI analysis was conducted to test whether left hippocampus was engaged in distinguishing targets from the other item types. Activation levels for each participant were extracted from the left anterior hippocampus region (-31, -11, -19) previously described in the multiple regression analysis predicting activation in the contrast hits > unrelated lure CRs. A 3 (age) 3 3 (item type: hits vs. critical lure FAs vs. unrelated lure CRs) mixed ANOVA showed a significant main effect of item type, F 2,90 = 3.18, P < 0.05, g 2 p =0:07; such that the left hippocampus was significantly more engaged for recognition of studied items compared with FAs and CRs of critical lures, P values <0.05 (Fig. 3A) .
Further, there was a tendency for an age by item type interaction, F 4,90 = 2.09, P = 0.09, g 2 p =0:09: Simple-effects analyses revealed that the results concerning item type appear to follow a different pattern depending on the age group. Adults exhibited greater left hippocampal activation for hits compared with both FAs to critical lures and CRs of unrelated lures, P values <0.05. Twelve-year-olds exhibited marginally greater activation in this region for hits compared with FAs to critical lures, P = 0.07, but not for hits relative to CRs of unrelated lures, P = 0.67. Finally, 8-year olds showed a markedly different pattern from the other 2 groups, engaging left hippocampus marginally more for CRs of unrelated lures than for hits, P = 0.06, but no difference in activation for hits compared with FAs to critical lures, P = 0.81.
PPC
We conducted a 3 (age) 3 3 (item type: hits vs. critical lure CRs vs. unrelated lure CRs) mixed ANOVA on the ROI extracted from the left superior parietal region (-38, -60, 53; BA 7) identified as predicting activation in the contrast hits > unrelated lure CRs. Our goal was to test the hypothesis that the PPC would be involved in the recollection of episodic memories, as indicated by greater activation for hits compared with CRs of unrelated lures. There was a significant main effect of item type, F 2,90 = 18.35, P < 0.001, g 2 p =0:29; that was qualified by a significant age 3 item type interaction, F 4,90 = 5.64, P < 0.001, g 2 p =0:20 (Fig. 3B) . Activation in this area was greater for hits compared with CRs of critical and unrelated lures among 12-year olds and adults, P values <0.05 but not for 8-year olds, P values >0.52. Of interest, adults showed a graded response to recovery effect, engaging left superior PPC more for hits than for correct responses to critical lures and more for correct responses to critical lures than for correct responses to unrelated lures (P values <0.05, for both comparisons). However, engagement of this region in adults did not differentiate between hits and FAs to critical lures, P = 0.19.
The same pattern of results was obtained when participants' brain activation levels were extracted from a contiguous (slightly inferior) left PPC region (i.e., -41, -60, 52; BA 7/40) that was positively associated with age group in the multiple regression analyses conducted for the contrast critical lures > unrelated lures. Thus, this pattern of results in PPC is observed regardless of the contrast used for ROI extraction.
Left VLPFC
To test the hypothesis that left VLPFC is involved in controlled semantic processing associated with true memory and episodic retrieval, a 3 (age) 3 3 (item type: hits vs. critical lures FAs vs. unrelated lures CRs) mixed ANOVA was conducted on the ROI extracted from left VLPFC (-42, 39, -9 ; BA 47) whose activity was positively correlated with age group for the contrast critical lures FAs > unrelated lures CRs. This analysis revealed a significant interaction between age and item type, F 4,90 = 3.01, P < 0.05, g 2 p =0:12: In adults, this region was more active for hits and for FAs to critical lures compared with CRs of unrelated lures, P values <0.001; this pattern was not reliable in 8-year olds or 12-year olds, P values >0.05 (Fig. 3C) . Additional comparisons showed that in adults, left VLPFC did not discriminate between targets and critical lures, P > 0.46.
Right aPFC
Finally, we conducted a 3 (age) 3 3 (item type: hits vs. critical lure CRs vs. unrelated lure CRs) mixed ANOVA on the ROI extracted from the region in right aPFC (29, 53, 3; BA 10) identified as being positively associated with age for the contrast critical lures > unrelated lures. This analysis revealed a significant main effect of item type, F 2,90 = 3.34, P < 0.05, g 2 p =0:07; such that right aPFC was more active overall for hits and CRs of critical lures compared with CRs of unrelated lures, P values <0.05 (Fig. 3D) . Of special interest, activation in this region did not differ between hits and critical lure CRs, P = 0.45. When conducting additional comparisons, we found that right aPFC was also more active for hits than for FAs to critical lures, P values <0.01.This pattern of results was reliably observed in adults, P < 0.05, but not in 12-or 8-year-old children, P > 0.15. In summary, adults but not children exhibited strongest right aPFC activation for hits and critical lure CRs-that is, conditions in which monitoring was both required (due to the presentation of semantically relevant stimuli) and successful (leading to a correct response).
Discussion
The present study was aimed at examining age-related differences in the neural correlates of true and false memory associated with developmental changes in recollection, semantic elaboration, and memory monitoring processes. Informed by prior studies in adults, we focused on regions in MTL, parietal cortex, and lateral PFC. These activations were observed primarily in left-lateralized regions, consistent with previous neuroimaging studies of true and false recognition in adults (Konishi et al. 2000; Cabeza et al. 2001; Slotnick and Schacter 2004) . Although it has been suggested that common neural activations between studied and nonstudied items in the DRM paradigm may be due to the retrieval of studied items when trying to decide whether a nonstudied item had been presented previously (Gallo 2006) , our data do not show evidence for this recall-to-reject mechanism. Brain regions typically involved in recollection (MTL, PPC) were significantly more active for correctly identifying studied items than for correctly rejecting critical lures. The age-related differences observed in the examined ROIs indicate that the neural substrates of item-specific recollection and gist-based memory are both changing during childhood and adolescence.
Our analyses revealed 4 main results, discussed in greater detail below: 1) Anterior MTL, which was engaged in the processing of novel items in 8-year olds, was increasingly associated with item-specific recollection in older groups; 2) PPC, which failed to discriminate between new versus perceived old information (i.e., endorsed studied items and critical lures) in 8-year olds, showed a graded response as a function of contextual information retrieved or perceived as old in older groups; 3) Left VLPFC, which failed to discriminate between semantically versus nonsemantically related conditions in 8-and 12-year olds, was engaged by semantically related information in adults; 4) Additional anterior and dorsal prefrontal regions were recruited in adults, but not in children, for monitoring and/or decision-related processes in adults.
MTL-Dependent Recollection
We 1st examined the possibility that age-related differences in the DRM false-recognition effect were associated with the development of the MTL. In adults and 12-year olds, but not in 8-year olds, left anterior hippocampus distinguished between conceptual-and item-specific sensory features of episodic information such that it was principally involved when recovering sensory, but not semantic, properties of the episodic information (Vargha-Khadem et al. 1997) . These results are consistent with evidence from neuropsychological and neuroimaging studies suggesting a specific role for the hippocampus in recollection (Eichenbaum et al. 2007 ) and with evidence indicating that the processing of associative information may occur in the hippocampus as well as in other MTL cortices (Squire et al. 2004; Henson 2005) . Given that age-related increases in recollection have been documented in the behavioral literature (Brainerd et al. 2004; Ghetti and Angelini, forthcoming) , this result suggests a specific developmental progression in the recruitment of the anterior MTL in the service of recollection. The dissociation between anterior and posterior MTL regions found in the DRM neuroimaging study of Cabeza et al's (2001) with adults was not found in the present study (see also Squire et al. 2004; Henson 2005) . In contrast to our study, Cabeza et al. instructed their subjects to remember the words as well as the source who presented the word list (a man's or a woman's voice) to enhance the perceptual encoding of studied items.
Critically, in the present study, it is not simply the case that younger children failed to engage the hippocampus. Eight-yearolds showed strong novelty effects recruiting anterior hippocampus for correct identification of new unrelated items. In contrast, whereas adults engaged this region for distinguishing true from false, 12-year olds showed an intermediate pattern of results relative to the other age groups. The differential role of the left anterior hippocampus across the age groups studied here may be explained by maturational changes in its structure (left anterior hippocampus shows volume loss between 4 and 25 years of age; Gogtay et al. 2006 ) and/or in its anatomical and functional connections. The anterior, but not posterior, part of the hippocampus projects to the PFC (Cavada et al. 2000) , and these projections, as well as the strength of functional connectivity between MTL and PFC, increase with age (Menon et al. 2005) . Based on evidence for lower true and false recognition in amnesic patients with known MTL dysfunction relative to other control groups (Schacter, Verfaellie, et al. 1996) , our results are consistent with the hypothesis that MTL immaturity in younger children may determine the age-related differences usually found in the DRM false-recognition effect. However, we argue that the development of MTL regions is not the only source of age-related differences in true and false recognition, as discussed in the next section.
Frontoparietal Network: Recollection/Oldness Perception and Semantic Elaboration In light of recent mounting evidence of the contribution of frontoparietal regions to episodic retrieval, we sought to examine the possibility that developmental changes in illusory memory may be associated with changes in frontoparietal regions involved in semantic elaboration and controlled aspects of episodic memory retrieval (Wagner, Schacter, et al. 1998; McDermott et al. 2000; Slotnick and Schacter 2004; Prince et al. 2005) .
PPC has been shown in adults to contribute to successful episodic retrieval (Henson, Rugg, et al. 1999; McDermott et al. 2000; Shannon and Buckner 2004) . As predicted, our results showed that 12-year olds and adults recruited left superior parietal cortex (BA 7) when they correctly recognized studied items compared with when they correctly rejected critical or unrelated lures. In contrast, this result was not found for 8-year olds. The progressively increasing levels of activity observed from unrelated lures to critical lures and from critical lures to studied items is also consistent with the left parietal event-related potential effect corresponding to a graded response in the engagement of this region as a function of the source and the amount of contextual information retrieved (Henson, Rugg, et al. 1999) or believed to be retrieved (Okado and Stark 2003; Wheeler and Buckner 2003) . Furthermore, the parietal region identified here (i.e., -38, -60, 53) is located close to foci associated with the graded response effect in previous functional neuroimaging studies of recognition memory (Henson, Rugg, et al. 1999; Konishi et al. 2000) . Wheeler and Buckner (2003) found that as long as participants perceived an item as old, left parietal cortex was active regardless of accuracy (see also Wagner et al. 2005) . Consistent with this claim, the engagement of this area did not differentiate hits from FAs to critical lures in adults and 12-year olds, replicating the findings from several studies in true and false memories (Cabeza et al. 2001; Okado and Stark 2003; Slotnick and Schacter 2004) . The absence of a graded PPC response in 8-year olds, and the presence in 12-year olds of an activation profile that approximates that observed in adults, is consistent with the notion that during the course of childhood, regions associated with item-specific recollection, or perception of ''oldness,'' become more specialized. Indeed, a recent neuroimaging study showed positive correlations with age in children between 8 and 15 years of age in the ability to engage left parietal lobe for semantic judgment tasks (Chou et al. 2006) .
To account for the effects of the development of the ability to elaborate information semantically, we examined age differences in left VLPFC, which has been implicated in tasks involving online manipulation of semantic representations and semantic elaboration (such as verb generation, category decision, semantic judgment tasks, semantic matching, semantic encoding, and semantic priming [Wagner et al. 1997] ). Left VLPFC is also usually engaged during episodic retrieval operations involving accessing and screening available information about studied items (Prince et al. 2005; Kim and Cabeza 2007) . Activation in left anterior VLPFC has been interpreted as evidence of the difficulty of retrieving and/or selecting between appropriate semantic features (Fletcher et al. 2000) . In fact, lower performance on several semantic tasks across children and adults has been associated with higher activation in this region (Fletcher et al. 2000; Wagner et al. 2001; Blumenfeld et al. 2006) .
In the present study, ROI analysis for left VLPFC (BA 47) revealed that adults recruited this area to a similar extent for semantically related information, including true and false recognition (i.e., hits and critical lures). These results are also supported by fMRI, transcranial magnetic stimulation, and neuropsychological evidence indicating that this region is involved in processing the actual semantic relation among items irrespective of whether or not individuals accurately detect such relation (Devlin et al. 2002; Blumenfeld et al. 2006) . The fact that this pattern of results is only observed in adults converges with the wealth of evidence for late maturation of PFC function. Of interest, given that anterior MTL distinguishes between true and false memories in adults, but the left VLPFC does not, it seems that activity in this latter area may be particularly critical to observe a more robust DRM effect in adults than children.
In sum, developmental differences in the DRM falserecognition effect appear to depend not only on MTL immaturity (or reduced MTL involvement in item-specific recollection) but also on changes in frontal and parietal function. Given that the patterns of activations observed in adults for these regions seem to extend to 12-year olds for PPC, but not for VLPFC, we suggest that PPC may reach maturity with respect to its contribution to episodic retrieval earlier than VLPFC. Future research should further characterize this developmental lag.
Contribution of Additional PFC Regions in Adults: Decision-Related Processes
We examined the activation profiles of aPFC and DLPFC because of their purported role in strategic decision-related processes that pertain to episodic retrieval . Here, we focus on results concerning aPFC, in which more pronounced age-related differences were observed. For a discussion of results concerning DLPFC, see the Supplementary Material. We predicted that activity in aPFC would not reflect recognition success per se (Dobbins et al. 2003) but rather the operation of item-specific decision-related process put into place when a high degree of monitoring is required (Wagner, Desmond, et al. 1998; Dobbins et al. 2004; Dobbins and Han 2005;  for additional accounts of the role of aPFC, see Tulving 1983; Schacter, Alpert, et al. 1996; Lepage et al. 2000; Velanova et al. 2003) . Consistent with this prediction, the regression analysis showed that the right lateral aPFC was involved in monitoring differences between critical lures and unrelated distracters, replicating results from previous studies with adults on veridical and illusory recognition (McDermott et al. 2000; Slotnick and Schacter 2004) .
Moreover, contrast values for right aPFC activation in relation to the different item type conditions and accuracy revealed that only adults appear to recruit this area to distinguish correctly between studied items and semantically related but unstudied items (critical lure CRs and hits)-the items for which monitoring demands were expected to be highest. In adults, right aPFC was recruited to a lesser extent for items for which monitoring was important but was not successful (i.e., critical lure FAs) and was least engaged for items that are easier to identify as nontargets (unrelated lures). Thus, this lateral right aPFC region appears to be more recruited with age for conditions that require higher monitoring demands and item-specific decision-related processes regarding information retrieved from episodic memory (Wagner, Desmond, et al. 1998; Dobbins et al. 2004; Dobbins and Han 2005) , consistent with evidence suggesting that processes supported by this region are engaged flexibly according to the specific retrieval demands (Herron et al. 2004; Ranganath et al. 2007 ) and with findings indicating that neurodevelopmental changes in prefrontal regions are still improving considerably during the course of adolescence (Chiu et al. 2006 ).
In conclusion, our fMRI data provide evidence of several neurodevelopmental trends underlying age-related increases in the DRM false-recognition effect, including changes in the pattern of engagement of left anterior MTL, PPC, and VLPFC. Compared with younger children, 12-year olds showed more differentiation but did not yet show the adult pattern in these regions. Finally, unlike young and older children, adults recruited right aPFC and left DLPFC regions for monitoring and/or decision-related processes. Developmental changes in performance on memory tasks involving semantically related stimuli over childhood and adolescence appear to result from the concurrent refinement of neural systems for recollection and for semantic elaboration and controlled aspects of episodic memory retrieval.
